The Intent and Purpose of the EXD Enclosure is to:

1) Isolate the primary power supply.
2) Initiate appropriate PPE for entry.
3) Prevent unauthorized entry, disconnect power before entry, and requiring the primary door latch or handle to be closed, latched, and engaged before the Disconnect is restored.

For Installation of an EXD to a HD Free Standing Enclosure (XM Enclosure) you will need the following tools:

- **PHILLIPS SCREW DRIVER**
- **7/16”, 11/32”, 3/8” WRENCH**
- **3-32”, 3MM HEX-HEAD WRENCH**
- **WIRE CUTTERS**
- **SCISSORS**
- First drill the mounting pattern into the right side of the enclosure with the disconnect cutout of the heavy duty free-standing in line with that of the Exd, and the interlock rod guide in the top flange. Only 1 rod guide is required directly above the door rod on a 72" high enclosure.

- The Exd is flush with the main enclosure and requires 2 rod guides on 84" / 90" high enclosures.

**LINK > PDF CUTOUT DETAIL**

- Apply gasket to the left side of the Exd enclosure and install the Exd and rod guides with fasteners provided.
WITH THE EXD NOW INSTALLED ONTO THE MAIN ENCLOSURE, YOU CAN INSTALL THE MECHANICAL INTERLOCK LINKAGE INSIDE.

- INSERT HEX ROD OVERHEAD THROUGH THE WALL OF THE ENCLOSURE INTO THE ROD GUIDE, AND HEX ROD ADAPTER. WITH THE ROUND ROD ADAPTER FACING THE REAR OF THE ENCLOSURE, YOU WILL WANT TO FIRST INSTALL THE ROUND ROD ADAPTER TO THE HEX ROD ADAPTER WITH THE PUSH NUT.

- INSERT THE ROUND ROD INTO THE TOP AND BOTTOM ROUND ROD ADAPTERS. POSITION THE HEX ROD SO THAT IT’S PARALLEL WITH THE TOP. THEN TIGHTEN THE SET SCREWS TO HOLD ROD IN PLACE.
“THE EXD DOOR NEEDS TO BE IN THE OPEN POSITION FOR THE NEXT STEP.”

- INSIDE THE MAIN ENCLOSURE, SLIDE THE SHORT HEX ROD AND INTERLOCK PIVOT ARM INTO A HEX ROD ADAPTER, THEN TIGHTEN THE SET SCREWS. (PIVOT ARM WILL BE PARALLEL TO THE FRONT FLANGE WHEN EXD DOOR IS IN THE OPEN POSITION IN THE NEXT STEP)

CLICK FOR VIDEO...

- FOR THE 84” AND 90” HIGH ENCLOSURES THE ADJUSTABLE ROD WILL BE INSTALLED DOWN THE MAIN INTERLOCK HEX ROD.

- INSTALL AND ADJUST THE STOP PLATE SO IT IS AGAINST THE FLANGE WHEN THE EXD ENCLOSURE DOOR IS OPEN.

- THIS FEATURE PREVENTS THE MAIN ENCLOSURE DOOR FROM BEING CLOSED UNTIL THE EXD ENCLOSURE DOOR IS FIRST CLOSED.
EXTERNAL DISCONNECT ENCLOSURE INSTALL

This is achieved by a mechanical device called and MDV that is installed on the inside of the enclosure flange.

All of the parts necessary for the installation are included in the MDV kit provided with your disconnect enclosure or with your disconnect operator handle.

1- DEFEATER BRACKET
   (PROVIDED WITH DISCONNECT HANDLE)

2- PRIMARY DEFEATER
   (PROVIDED WITH BOLT PACK # 128030)

3- EXTENDED DEFEATER
   (PROVIDED WITH BOLT PACK # 128266)

4- UPPER ASSEMBLY: (MDV KIT)
   (PROVIDED WITH BOLT PACK # 128030)

5- DEFEATER RETENTION BRACKET
   (PROVIDED WITH BOLT PACK # 128266)

6- DEFEATER GUIDE BRACKET
   (PROVIDED WITH BOLT PACK # 128266)

7- LOWER ASSEMBLY: (MDV KIT)
   (PROVIDED WITH BOLT PACK # 128030)

8- SINGLE DEFEATER HOOK
   (PROVIDED WITH BOLT PACK # 128030)

9- DOUBLE DEFEATER HOOK
   (PROVIDED WITH BOLT PACK # 128030)
- In order to install the MDV, you will need to install the disconnect handle and mounting plate as shown.

- The disconnect operating handle must have a defater with both up and down motion of the defater. Such as “Square D”, “Allen Bradley”, and some “Eaton/Cutler Hammer” operating handles.

- Install extended defater (#3) to the primary defater (#2) and install the operating handle.

- Install double defater hook (#9) on the EXD enclosure door. With the disconnect operating handle in the off position. Adjust the defaters so that they do not engage the top or bottom hook.

Click for video...
- FROM INSIDE THE MAIN ENCLOSURE, INSTALL THE DEFEATER RETENTION BRACKET (# 5) TO THE EXTENDED DEFEATER (# 3). SLIDE UP THE ENCLOSURE WALL AND TIGHTEN THE FASTENER AND MAKE SURE THE DEFEATER CAN STILL MOVE FREELY.

- INSTALL THE SINGLE DEFEATER HOOK (# 8) TO THE MAIN ENCLOSURE DOOR, AND ADJUST AGAIN WITH THE DISCONNECT OPERATING HANDLE IN THE “OFF” POSITION. SO THERE IS ABOUT 1/8 INCH CLEARANCE WHEN THE DOOR IS PUSHED SHUT.

- INSTALL UPPER ASSEMBLY (# 4) OF THE MDV KIT AND DEFEATER GUIDE BRACKET (# 6) TO THE FLANGE AND TIGHTEN THE FASTENERS. MAKING SURE THAT THE MDV LEVER MOVES FREELY UP AND DOWN.

CLICK FOR VIDEO...

- FOR EXD ENCLOSURE BEING ADDED TO HEAVY DUTY FREE STANDING ENCLOSURES (XM ENCLOSURE) USE “SCE-DCP” TO CLOSE OFF EXISTING DISCONNECT CUTOUT, AND CREATE PROVISIONS FOR THE MDV, AND DEFEATER GUIDE BRACKET.

- XD ENCLOSURE DESIGNED WITH AN EXD INSTALLED ARE PROVIDED WITH STUDS ON INSIDE FLANGE FOR INSTALLATION OF A MDV AND DEFEATER GUIDE BRACKET.
“ADJUST THE MDV TO YOUR FLANGE SIZE”

A- 3.50 INCH FLANGE IS FOUND ON FREESTANDING ENCLOSURES THAT ARE 3 DOORS AND LARGER. REMOVE THE 8-32 NUTS, AND POSITION AT THE OUTER HOLES.

B- 3.00 INCH FLANGE IS FOUND ON MOST FREESTANDING ENCLOSURES, AND IS THE PRE SET LOCATION.

- INSTALL LOWER ASSEMBLY (# 7) OF THE MDV KIT WITH 1/4-20 NUT ON THE STUD ADJACENT TO THE DOOR HANDLE. SLIDE IT ALL THE WAY TO THE FLANGE AND TIGHTEN.

- NOW YOU CAN ADJUST THE MDV. WITH THE DISCONNECT OPERATING HANDLE STILL IN THE “OFF” POSITION SIMPLY PULL THE CABLE DRAWING DEFEATER STRIKE DOWN SO THAT THERE IS ABOUT 3/8 INCH GAP BETWEEN THE DEFEATER STRIKE, AND TIGHTEN THE SCREW TO LOCK IT IN PLACE.

- CLOSE THE DOOR AND DOOR HANDLE FULLY. THE OPERATING HANDLE SHOULD BE DEFEATED FIRST IN ORDER TO TURN THE DISCONNECT TO THE “ON” POSITION. VERIFY THEN THAT THE DOOR ENGAGES THE HOOK, WHEN YOU TRY TO OPEN THE DOOR.
OPENING THE MAIN ENCLOSURE DOOR AND EXD ENCLOSURE DOOR WITH THE POWER “ON”

1. DEFEAT THE OPERATOR HANDLE PER THE DEVICE MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS.
2. OPEN THE CONTROL ENCLOSURE DOOR.

OPENING THE MAIN ENCLOSURE DOOR AND EXD ENCLOSURE DOOR WITH THE POWER “OFF”

1. OPEN THE MASTER DOOR ON THE MAIN ENCLOSURE, DEFEATER WILL BE RELEASED.
2. OPEN THE EXD ENCLOSURE DOOR.